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Registration and Recognition in Images and Videos (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	Computer vision is the science and technology of making machines that see. It is concerned with the theory, design and implementation of algorithms that can automatically process visual data to recognize objects, track and recover their shape and spatial layout.


	The International Computer Vision Summer School - ICVSS was...
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Photoshop CS2 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
9 books in 1 — your key to fantastic Photoshop results!
Your one-stop, full-color guide to image editing success      

Photoshop has become the industry standard because it's really that good. But it's also that big. Dividing all that information into nine handy minibooks lets you find what you want when you want it —...
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High-Performance Oracle: Proven Methods for Achieving Optimum Performance and AvailabilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"Geoff Ingram has met the challenge of presenting the complex process of managing Oracle performance. This book can support every technical person looking to resolve Oracle8i and Oracle9i  performance issues."
     –Aki Ratner, President, Precise Software Solutions
Ensuring high-performance and continuous availability of...
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jQuery Mobile First LookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The jQuery Mobile framework is jQuery’s latest rabbit out of the hat project. The
	jQuery Mobile framework is open source and is supported by all the big players:
	iOS, Android, Bada, BlackBerry, Nokia, Adobe, and so, covering all the names
	behind the project. It is a truly cross platform framework and porting applications
	made in...
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Computers and TypographyIntellect, 2002

	This book is intended as a companion volume to the original

	Computers and Typography, but in no way supercedes it. The first

	book discussed many of the traditional typographic guidelines, and

	related them to modern technology. It recognised that this

	knowledge had not been part of the training or experience of the

	earlier...
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Learn Qt 5: Build modern, responsive cross-platform desktop applications with Qt, C++, and QMLPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the fundamentals of QT 5 framework to develop interactive cross-platform applications

	
		Key Features

		
			A practical guide on the fundamentals of application development with QT 5
	
			Learn to write scalable, robust and adaptable C++ code with QT
	
			Deploy your...
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Beginning JSF 2 APIs and JBoss Seam (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2009
The Enterprise Java™ platform, Java EE 6, is getting a facelift … JavaServer™ Faces (JSF™) 2, is a big part of what’s new in Java EE 6! JSF 2, a significant upgrade from JSF 1.2, now includes Facelets and integration/use options with a variety of web frameworks, including the popular JBoss® Seam and even the...
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Computer Vision: Detection, Recognition and Reconstruction (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	Computer vision is the science and technology of making machines that see.
	It is concerned with the theory, design and implementation of algorithms that
	can automatically process visual data to recognize objects, track and recover
	their shape and spatial layout.


	The International Computer Vision Summer School - ICVSS was...
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iOS 6 Programming Pushing the Limits: Advanced Application Development for Apple iPhone, iPad and iPod TouchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn to build extraordinary apps for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch


	iOS is the hottest development platform around, and iOS 6 adds a new and deeper dimension to explore. This guide offers serious information for serious programmers who know the basics and are ready to dive into the advanced features of iOS. You'll learn...
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Java SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
Java is generally a well-documented language, but not every language feature is fully specified, documented, or identical across all platforms. Java Secrets takes you into this Java twilight zone and introduces you to the language's hidden power. The book's first section explores the inner workings of many Java mechanisms, including...
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Professional Visual Studio 2005Wrox Press, 2006
Visual Studio 2005 is an enormous product. Incorporating the latest advances in both Visual Basic® and C# as well as improvements and new features in the user interface, it can be daunting without the kind of guidance this book provides.
    

    In these pages you'll learn to harness every feature of this remarkable development...
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VMware vSphere DesignSybex, 2013

	Achieve the performance, scalability, and ROI your business needs


	What can you do at the start of a virtualization deployment to make things run more smoothly? If you plan, deploy, maintain, and optimize vSphere solutions in your company, this unique book provides keen insight and solutions. From hardware selection, network...
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